Abstract
Introduction
Multimodal pattern recognition systems utilize several distinct feature modalities, often with different scales, to represent specific phenomena [1, 2] .Feature scales i i x ∈X may be quite complicated, so that frequently the only way of treating real-world objects ω∈ Ω is via pair-wise × → X X R . A function ( ', '') K x x is a kernel if it forms a semidefinite matrix for any finite collection of objects. Hence, a kernel embeds the scale of the respective feature i X into a hypothetical linear space in which it plays the role of inner product. In particular, when ( ) i i
x ω ∈ = X R , the natural kernel will be the product ( , )
. Support Vector Machines (SVMs), originally designed for two-class pattern recognition learning in n R , can thus be used to combine modalities by employing a joint kernel . This analogy is exploited by multi-kernel SVMs when more sophisticated kernel-represented modalities are to be combined [3, 4, 5] .
In general, the danger of over-fitting makes it necessary to combine modality-specific features on a selective basis. Feature selection (FS) techniques are classed in the literature as filters and wrappers [6] . Filters, as distinct from wrappers, are applied to the feature set independently of classification technique. Selection can take the form of assigning continuous weights to the features or, more commonly, binary inclusion/exclusion decisions. Less often considered are composite mechanisms for classification/selection, such that FS is implicit in the process of classification itself (although see [7] ) because of the danger of increased sample variance. However, if there exists a method of assigning the desired level of selectivity a priori, ranging from the full waiver of selection to the adoption of only single features, we potentially gain a tool for optimizing generalization performance training without attendant instability.
In this paper, we incorporate selectivity into the Relevance Kernel Machine (RKM) [4, 5] and Support Kernel Machine (SKM) [3, 5] , representing archetypal examples of, respectively, continuous and binary wrapper FS methods. The RKM and SKM are represented as making the same Bayesian decision on the discriminant hyperplane inferred from the training set with differing a priori orientation distributions. To achieve the desired selectivity, it hence suffices to substitute the fixed distributions by a respective distribution family, so that a meta-parameter controls the tendency to generate zero components of orientation and thus the rate of suppression of elements in the respective feature/kernel. Increasing the selectivity parameter hence corresponds to decreasing the model complexity. The appropriate selectivity level is to be determined by, for instance, cross validation.
Experimental results with simulated data demonstrate the utility of this approach.
The statistical approach to constructing SVMs
Suppose the objects ω∈ Ω are partitioned into two classes { } 
,..., | ,..., , , 
Consequently, the a posteriori joint distribution density of the parameters of the discriminant hyperplane w.r.t. the training set is proportional to the product
It is natural to consider the maximum point of this a posteriori density as the object of training:
[ ] It is easy to show that, under these assumptions, we obtain the training criterion:
( )
In particular, if we assume
to be the joint normal distribution of independent constituents with zero mathematical expectations and identical variance r , and set 2 C rc = , we obtain the classical SVM with real-valued features i j i x ∈ = X R and elements of the direction vector i i a ∈ = X R forming a discriminant hyperplane in 1 ...
In terms of the kernels ( , ): 
The RKM with supervised selectivity
The direction elements i a are assumed to be conditionally normally distributed w.r.t. different random variances i r :
Let us then consider independent a priori gamma distributions of inverse variances ( ) 
obtained by replacing 
This procedure typically converges in 10-15 steps, and displays a pronounced tendency to suppress redundant features by allocating, maybe, very small but non-zero weight values i r in the discriminant hyperplane (6). The criterion (5) is thus the training principle for Relevance Kernel Machine (RKM) [4, 5] with supervised selectivity parametrically determined by 0 ≤µ<∞ . If 0 µ → all the variances equal unity (7) and we obtain the usual SVM (2). If µ → ∞ , we have ( ) 
The SKM with supervised selectivity
Now let the a priori density 
The parameter 0 ≤µ < ∞ serves as the selectivity parameter of the feature/kernel combination technique. If 0 µ = , the training problem (8) and four respective intervals of the real axis p A , p P ∈ , intersecting at the boundaries:
, some of which have common boundaries.
A preset vector index ∈ p P turns (8) into a quadratic programming problem within the single area p A ( ) ( ,..., , , ,. .., ),
can be straightforwardly found via standard computational means, e.g. via, Lagrange multipliers using the dual form. If 1,
is an inner point of p A , the found solution is that of the entire problem (8). If not, the combination of the boundaries on which it lies points at another area ′ p A with the lesser or, in any case, not greater achievable value if the criterion. This is the idea of an iterative optimization procedure which provides finding the solution of the convex training problem (8) in a finite number of steps.
We call the training principle (8) the Support Kernel Machine with supervised selectivity. For the given training set, the particular value of 0 µ ≥ determines a subset 
Adjusting the selectivity parameter
The selectivity parameter 0 ≤µ < ∞ determines a sequence of nested model classes of diminishing dimensionality applied to the training set, commencing with the usual SVM model. In theoretical terms, the decrease in dimensionality is implicit in the case of RKM but completely explicit for SKM. However, in both techniques the user is not directly or quantitatively aware of how the dimensionality depends on the value of the selectivity parameter.
The most effective method for choosing the value of the selectivity parameter that provides the best generalization performance of training measured is thus crossvalidation. The following series of experiments will consequently employ ten-fold cross validation.
Results and conclusions
We simulated two entity classes within a hundreddimensional feature space n R , 100 n = , as uniform distributions over two adjoining areas on opposite sides of a fixed hyperplane 0 T > < a x with the direction vector The hyper-volumes of the two classes constitute a 100-dimensional cylinder oriented along the direction vector and transversally cut into two identical parts by the actual discriminant hyperplane. The Euclidean length of each of the cylinders and the distance between their common surface and the axis are equal to each other.
We generated a training set ( ,..., ) a a which is assumed to be known a priori. Secondly, there is the error-rate 0.0245 obtained for the single most informative feature 1 a taken in its own. If 0 µ = , both techniques are seen to be equivalent to the usual SVM with all 100 features, consequently, the respective error rates in the experimental domain have the same value 0.0538. In both cases, the error rate demonstrates a minimum at the point at which featureinformation and over-classification effects are balanced, however the morphology of these minima are different for the RKM and SKM models.
The minimum achievable error rate for the RKM 0.0052 is close to the lower benchmark value 0.0045, whereas for the SKM it equals 0.0124, i.e. is more than twice as great. This is presumably a consequence of the finer-balancing of the weighting of combined features in the RKM model in comparison to the hard selection of various training-set-specific feature subsets carried-out by the SKM.
When µ → ∞ , the limit value of the error rate in the RKM 0.0137, is significantly smaller that the upper benchmark value 0.0245, because this technique only very rarely shrinks the feature subset to the single feature deemed to be individually the most informative for the given training set. At the same time, it is just this that the SKM does as µ becomes very large. Consequently, its asymptotic error-rate equals the upper benchmark value.
Finally, when µ exceeds some critical threshold, both RKM and SKM remove any still remaining features, and the error rate tends to 0.5.
We thus conclude that the error characteristics of the selective RKM and SKM models fall within typical behavioural patterns, and are thus acceptable for use in general pattern recognition. 
